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Firstly, a sincere thank you to each and every
person who has supported our YMCA over the last
year. It has been a challenging time but as you
will see from this report, our team and residents
have risen to the challenge and achieved a
phenomenal amount.
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Our YMCA exists to help those who need it
most to overcome adversity, find stability and
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move forward into a fulfilling and enriched life.
We house people who are homeless
The pandemic presented us with uncertainty
We help residents to move forward
and hard times but both colleagues and those
We help residents to overcome adversity
we serve have shown a strength and resilience
We help residents find stability
I am in awe of.
We pioneer connections within the community
The commitment to ensuring our residents
continue to progress has never wavered. We
provided laptops and mobiles for those who
were digitally isolated, got creative with sociallydistanced activity sessions outside and always
ensured anyone who needed to talk felt that
they had the opportunity to be heard, including
through our therapeutic counsellor.
None of this could be achieved without residents
who have the passion and drive to succeed. Even
in the face of further adversity, they continued to
attend sessions with enthusiasm and positivity.
To have almost 2,000 hours of our residents
engaging in community activity, especially during
a pandemic, is nothing short of remarkable - a
credit to all those involved. We strive to celebrate
every single personal progression goal, which just
proves how vibrant we are.
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I’m also really excited about the development
of our community assets and relationships
over the last 12 months. Our team has worked
exceptionally hard to help not only those we serve
but anyone in the local area who has needed it.
We cooked and delivered 200 hot meals a month
when many families could not afford food due to
loss of work or mental health issues. We aided the
elderly when they could not get out to the shops
through fear and/or mobility problems. We did our
utmost to keep the community together, just as it
should be.
What I find breath-taking over the last 12 months
is that for the first time in my 30-year YMCA career
we witnessed everyone weather the same storm.
We may have all been in very different boats but
there’s something unifying about moving through
the same storm as one. This doesn’t happen by
chance, it happens because we have exceptional
people with determination to move forward and
help those who need it most.
I finish recognising the last year has been a
difficult one and give thanks for my relentless
and incredibly passionate colleagues, to those
who have supported our YMCA throughout this
unprecedented year and to the residents who
persevered and showed willingness to continue
their journeys
Gillian Sewell
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Residents Voice

Our Year at a Glance:
Key Statistics for 2020/21

What does safe
look like?

255

People were referred
to YMCA Derbyshire

34

%

Sofa surfers

92%

Are Not in Employment,
Education or Training
(NEET)

34%

In debt/struggling
with finances

29%

Were not safe to
return to the place
they were living

17

%

Were escaping
domestic abuse

56%

Struggling with
mental health

23%

Have never been
registered with a GP

12%

Street sleepers

Someone to talk if need support
A roof over my head

3%

Were seeking asylum
or leave to remain in
the UK

54%

Have a criminal
history

86%

Were looking
for safety

Somewhere I can be on my own and live
without people taking things

People to talk to if I’m afraid of anything
Somewhere to live

A locked door

Knowing staff are there if need

Phoneline

Lock on the door

Having a front door

Help to find sense of direction

A place to live is a start

Knowing I have somewhere to go

Shelter/being able to lock door

Somewhere warm and dry

Not living on the streets

Locked door and to not be on the street.

Someone to talk to who understands

Safe space to sleep

Secure room

Support with mental health consistently

Somewhere warm and a hot drink

Somewhere no one can harm me

Having somebody to talk to and trust, having a
roof over head

Warmth

To be respected

Reassurance

Data taken from AMIS and percentages assigned from a representative sample
using Application Form Reports dated between 1st Feb 2020 – 31st Jan 2021.
Data taken from AMIS report 1st Feb 2020 – 31st Jan 2021

Stay away from bad people

Safe place to stay

Support and a locked door
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What do you need to
stop being worried?

To be valued
Regular meals
Privacy

Somewhere to live with a locked door

Somewhere I can lock a door and forget
about the outside world for a while

Food and protection

Somewhere safe with soft blankets

To know what to do for myself

Knowing I can lock the door

Data taken from Referral Assessments between 1st Feb 2020 – 31st Jan 2021.
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In 2020/21 thanks to help
from YMCA Derbyshire

55%

362

Homeless people
were housed

23

of leavers move into
stable / supported
housing

Gained help from
support services and
counselling therapies

45%

597

%

Gained registration
with a GP

Received support for
managing finances
and debt

1928

19%

Hours were spent
by residents engaging
in community activities

53%

Personal progression
goals were achieved
by residents

92%

Began level 1-3
education and/or
training courses

81

%

Feel satisfied (27%)
or extremely satisfied
(54%) with our service

Feel safe at
YMCA Derbyshire

60%

Reported that we
helped to improve their
mental health and
wellbeing

Data taken from iMatter progression records 1st Feb 2020 - 31st Jan 2021.
Data taken from activity attendance registers between 1st Feb 2020 - 31st Jan 2021.
Data taken from YMCA education training and apprenticeships dated 1st Feb 2020 - 31st Jan 2021
Data taken from Annual Residents Survey March 2021
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What we do
Our services in Derbyshire
Our staff provide
support and advice
24/7, 365 days a year
to our residents.
We deliver a variety
of projects to ensure
our residents are given
every opportunity
to advance their
circumstances, progress
to secure permanent
accommodation and
have the skills in place
to budget, manage
their wellbeing and
live independently.

Accommodation
► Pre-Foyer
Is our first step for new residents aged 16-25. It’s a period of getting
settled and induction. Residents are connected with a personal
housing navigator, who will assess their support needs, signpost
to relevant services, and offer guidance on opportunities that are
available to them.
► Foyer
When a pre-Foyer resident is ready, they move onto our Foyer
programme. Foyer is designed within a holistic wrap-around support
framework. Residents have access to a housing navigator, a health
and wellbeing navigator, regular social evenings, a community café,
and an in-house counsellor. We encourage residents to be a part
of the community, through co-producing our approach and what is
meaningful to them. We deliver regular 1-2-1 and group activities
and support residents to develop independent living skills, increase
wellbeing and begin to plan for the future through recognising
aspirations, goal setting and removing barriers to education, training,
and employment.
► YSTEPS Move on Project
Our YSTEPS is for our 18-35 year-old residents. Residents are
moved into one of our 24 two-bedroom units to offer increased
independence. We provide the necessary support to enable residents
to transition from homelessness into secure accommodation. YSTEPS
residents work alongside housing navigators, offering coaching within
a scaffolded framework to develop their skills and enable sustainable
independent living.
► Unaccompanied Minors Project
We work with the Children and Young People’s Services to support
young adults and those who are migrating or seeking asylum.
Residents are housed within a beautiful property leased from
a socially aware private landlord and supported to improve on;
independent living skills, cooking, cleaning, budgeting and self-care,
whilst completing the Home Office process of applying for temporary
residency in the UK.
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► External Supported Housing
We also have several properties that we utilise to provide temporary
accommodation to individuals over 35 who have fallen on financial
hardship and experience social difficulties who require a track record
of sustaining housing for future landlords. Our residents housed
externally tend to already have sufficient independent living skills.
However, our housing navigators support residents to rebuild their
confidence and offer guidance and encouragement to obtain
meaningful employment.
► Financial Support
Building Better Opportunities (BBO): Funded through the European
Social Fund and the National Lottery Community Fund. All residents
have access to the BBO project. Along with their BBO Navigator,
residents will create tailored action plans following financial
assessments and use a range of 1-2-1 contact, group sessions
and other interventions to support money management.
Our BBO projects provides two support pathways:
•

Money Sorted: works with residents to improve their financial
capability skills looking at areas such as budgeting, maximising
income, knowledge of financial products including bank
accounts, reducing outgoings and anything else money
related.

•

Opportunity and Change: is a more intensive pathway. The
intervention is designed specifically for residents who have
two or more complex needs, this may be an experience of
domestic violence, a history of offending, mental health
diagnosis, and substance misuse. Support is designed to help
participants overcome these experiences and move towards
training and employment.

Resettlement and Rehabilitation
► STAR Project
STAR is a combined housing project, working alongside probation
services, we aim to rehabilitate and resettle individuals who have
been released from prison. We offer opportunities to learn life skills
alongside consistent support and advice to facilitate a smooth
transition back into the general population and the world of work.
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What we do
Developing Community Assets
MEET OUR NAVIGATOR

Kyle Pearson
What is your role of support for a resident?
My role is a housing navigator, I support people with their transition
from homelessness into our accommodation and assess their needs
on a case-by-case basis. We begin with budgeting, making sure they
have their money sorted and any debts under control and linking
people to the right services if they need more support. I also make
sure new residents have a GP and dentist, if not we’ll guide them
through registration and booking any appointments for a health or
medication check-up.
Day-to-day, I deliver sessions with our Foyer, talking about subjects
like; sexual health, housing, bills, running a household, understanding
employment, mental health, how to find the right training courses,
applying for jobs, preparing for interviews and making sure they
understand how benefits work.

Community is important to us
We’ve been heavily focused on developing a
sustainable community-driven approach. We want
to respond to challenges faced within our community
by identifying, linking and mobilising often
unrecognised micro-assets.

This is Derby Youth Work (SIF)
This is Derby youth work is a Social Investment Fund
outreach project that enables young people across
Derbyshire to establish their voice and potential with the
support from a youth worker. We provide a person-centred
tailored provision of 1-2-1 and group activities to facilitate
personal, social, and educational development. We aspire
to enable our participants to reach their full potential
within themselves and their community.

What area do residents need support with the most?
Most support is around wellbeing, having talks and asking questions.
I ask if they would like help with making referrals or help with talking,
as some residents do not have the confidence to talk about how they
are feeling or what they are going though. Also supporting them in
recognising problems with drugs and alcohol and helping them to
make referrals by signposting them to the services with the most
relevance to them.
What keeps you going when things are challenging?
Knowing I can make difference to someone’s life whether it is
a small or a big difference makes me feel I have done a good job.
Where do you think people could turn
if YMCA Derbyshire were not here?
There are not many places like the YMCA and with the need we have,
I feel there should be a lot more places like this.
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If anyone out there is struggling with homelessness,
call the homeless tonight team at the council house:
01332 888777 and choose option 4.

Community Connector
Funded by ourselves, our Community Connector
programme aims to reduce isolation and build social
capital within local communities. We organise and host
a variety of communal projects, from sports, music, meals,
storytelling, games, activities, and any social gathering
that is engaging and brings people out of their homes. Our
focus is on developing community connections, but we
also invite professionals to signpost to relevant services for
those who need support but do not know where to find it.
This project is driven by uncovering and utilising the assets
we have within our community and creating a support
network in collaboration with like-minded organisations
and volunteers. The combined experience of the partners
involved in these activities equates to 170 years of
delivering charitable, community-based activities and
services, both faith-based and secular.
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MEET OUR COMMUNITY CONNECTOR

Matt Taylor

What does your job entail?
Mainly, my job is supporting the local community
by connecting people, organisations and providing
pathways of opportunities for sustained growth.
More recently, with lockdown, my role has been
heavily involved providing food provision for
people who are lonely, isolated and who struggle
or are not able to leave their accommodation. I
was engaging groups via social media and video
calls to encourage participation and monitor the
well-being and support needs of those who may
otherwise be silent members of the community.
By providing one-to-one support, group activities
and live stream events, we have been able to
maintain a presence, let people know they’re not
alone, and keep connected during lockdown. I
also support development with other departments
in the YMCA to ensure our services continue to
provide an excellent standard to the community.
What have been the big wins over the year?
A big win for me is seeing and hearing the impact
we’re making. Most evident to those who are
vulnerable and isolated. It hurt to discover that
many individuals haven’t received a ‘homecooked’ meal in months and have survived on
tinned meals or cold foods. So we made it a
priority and provided multiple cooked meals along
with regular well-being checks. The response of
delight and gratitude was massively rewarding.
Food poverty is an area that we provide support
(even to couples and families) and we can see
the positive impact in reducing the anxiety and
nervousness of leaving their homes or if they can’t
afford to buy food. Supporting other organisations
has been another huge win for us, we’ve created
exciting new partnerships going forward and
our reach will be extended to an even wider
community in the future.
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What are your aspiration’s
for taking the role in future?
My primary aspiration is to re-build the community
once we come out of lockdown. There’s a huge
need for mental health and well-being support,
across all age groups, our re-ignited community
outreach is a welcomed need for Derby (shire).
I also aim to promote intergenerational and
multi-cultural co-production in the community
by enabling a sustainable platform to share skills,
advice, and support for one another in regular
safe spaces around the city and county. I also
wish to connect with other YMCA’s around the
region and country promoting social opportunities
with our residents to compete and play sports
with one another i.e. football tournaments. I’ve
experienced this in the past and it was highly
successfully for them to represent us and have a
sense of pride doing so.
Why do you feel the community connector
work is important to Derbyshire?
My role has essentially been an ambassador
the YMCA, I raise the awareness of who we
are how we can collaborate and support one
another in the community. Needs are growing,
we’ve have further to reach, there are wards
that are lacking in support. I feel so strongly
that a community connector is essential in
Derbyshire. Within my two years working at the
YMCA there has been a growing awareness of
our presence and the services we provide to
people who wouldn’t typically know we exist. The
community meals for example have been a great
platform to bring people, community groups, and
businesses together in multiple areas of Derby
to encourage the awareness of opportunities
available locally. The role requires an enormous
amount of flexibility and adaption, communities
are living and fluid, their needs change so we
must recognise and help guide groups who are
struggling to keep up. A positive of lockdown is
the surge in connections from organisations and
individuals who are working towards a common
goal and wish to support us going forward to
ensure communities can thrive.
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Our Impact

We house people who are homeless

This section is broken into five key areas where we can clearly
evidence our impact and put the work we do into context:

Across Derbyshire, one in every 962 people are
homeless. Supporting those who have no place
safe to sleep is our priority. Many individuals
seek us out, but we also support local services
through referrals into our accommodation. We
manage 195 units of accommodation spread
across Derbyshire. Our residents have their own
individual rooms, access to three meals per day at
our campus community café, a housing navigator,
and if they need more support, they can make
an appointment with employment navigators,
health and wellbeing navigator, or our in-house
counsellor.

We house people
who are homeless
We help residents
to move forward

15

We help residents
to overcome adversity

16

We help residents
find stability
We pioneer connections
within the community

13

14

18
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This year we helped
362 individuals out of
homelessness
We feel that the singular statistic of housing
homeless individuals does not do justice to the
impact we have had on those that have been
YMCA Derbyshire this year. Therefore, our impact
is gleaned from the voices of our residents:

What has changed for you while at YMCA Derbyshire?
Life back on track

Stability

My living situation has got better

Having support

Managing money better

On a housing list

Independence

Change in physical capability

Met some new friends

Thinking clearer

I am now in regular contact with my family

Had a chance to evaluate my life

I feel better

Getting help with my debt

Confidence

Looking for work

Mental health improved

I’m more equipped to live on my own

My health in general has improved

Improved life skills

Feeling more confident

My outlook on things has improved

Improved mood

Looking after myself

Gave me a home

Happier and content

Motivation

More social

Confidence in my identity

Feeling more confident

Understanding life

Knowing my next steps

Health has improved considerably

Support with alcohol

Having a routine

Self-esteem improved

Feel secure

Having people to talk to

Started becoming and thinking independently

Learning to smile

Data taken from Annual Residents Survey March 2021
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We help residents to move forward

We help residents to overcome adversity

Between February 2020
and February 2021
residents set their own
goals within our iMatter
Framework.

Self-efficacy is the
cornerstone to selfbelief; believing in the
value of motivation to
influence any outcome.
The ability to bounce
back when life hits
you hard is an integral
keystone to progressing
in life.

The iMatter Framework
was developed
collaboratively by staff
and residents here at
YMCA Derbyshire. Our
co-creative approach
instils ownership and
empowers residents
to actively engage and
reflect upon their goals
and progression. Out of
2398 goals set in this
period, 462 progressed
from Beginning to
Achieving (the rest
they’re still working on):

15

105

achieved money goals

26

applied for correct benefit entitlements
and managing benefit claims

45

managed debt and achieved balancing their living
expenses and regular rent payments

7

opened a bank account for the first time

87

achieved personal development goals

42

progressed in courses, ESOL, volunteering
and group-work activities in Foyer

17

learned new skills, from shopping, cooking,
cleaning, to posting a letter

13

improved their confidence and developed
new friendships

197

achieved health goals

101

registered with a GP, Dentist and mental health
professional

51

sought help with a professional to improve
their physical and mental wellbeing

21

gained, improved or maintained medication

14

improved their wellbeing holistically through activity,
exercise and diet

59

achieved learning goals

23

sought, applied and enrolled for college/university
and further training courses

20

actively maintained further education
during lockdown via digital platforms

8

completed further education courses

Without self-efficacy,
adversity can become a
self-fulfilling prophecy.
The ability to maintain
optimism in the face
of tough odds is
recognised as being
key to advancing your
circumstances. At the
YMCA Derbyshire we
work with our residents
to develop their selfefficacy in four key
areas:

1. Goal Setting
There is no better way to start believing in one’s ability to succeed
than to set a goal, persist through challenges on the road to
goal-achievement, and experience positive results. Additionally,
experiencing failure is important to build resilience. This is done
by treating every failure as a learning opportunity and a chance
to reach competence via a different approach.
2. Role Models
We consider peer-to-peer role-modelling for inspiring self-belief.
We implemented a tier system in Foyer; residents who excel in their
progression are moved to our higher floors and offered greater
independence. All residents are inspired to progress to top floor
status and that they too can achieve their goals.
3. Encouragement
A good mentor can boost self-efficacy not only through rolemodelling but by serving as a trusted voice of encouragement.
Our navigators are trained in Advantaged Thinking techniques and
these are used in all one-to-one and group discussions. We help our
residents to recognise opportunities in which they can demonstrate
competence and encourage them to step into the ring.

4. Wellbeing
When you’ve been buffeted by hard times, pessimism and
perception of no control increases; we’re likely to make less effort
and demonstrate a reluctance to even take up goals in the first
place. Health and wellbeing is key area of activity delivery and
support pathway. We focus on safety, reducing isolation, stability
and routine. We regularly monitor and assess our residents using
in-house developed and validated wellbeing scales. And, when a
resident is recognised as needing deeper support, we encourage
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We help residents find stability

Meet Joseph
My Mother died of lung cancer in 2009 - it was quick and traumatic.
The family all went their separate ways after her death and I found
myself alone. I started to medicate with alcohol to numb the pain
and became a heavy smoker. Both afflictions contributed to my life
grinding to a stop. I also had a couple of work-related injuries that
seriously impeded my ability to work, that was the point I came to
the YMCA.
The security, stability, safety, and support of the YMCA has enabled
me to deal with the substance issues and I am now 15 months
abstinent. I have also been able to successfully convalesce from my
workplace injuries.
While at the YMCA I have attained my SIA licence and am looking to
attain other SIA licences, particularly the CCTV licence. I have spent
a lot of time at the YMCA studying and using the internet to build
training educational resources for later use - from YouTube training
videos and eBooks. The YMCA wi-fi has helped in this process.
I am in the process of setting up my own security company on the
South Coast and I am looking to relocate this year to live and work.
The YMCA has allowed me the space and place to transform from the
life I had which was disintegrating to the life I can see ahead which
has new purpose, meaning and harmony.

True impact lies in the long-term and sustainable. At YMCA Derbyshire
we support those who have been surviving day-to-day, are reliant
on state support, and are often forgotten and isolated from society.
We want them to make it, to have what we take for granted; our
own home, a job, independence and a place within our community.
This year has been more challenging than usual, due to lockdown
measures we’ve all been on hold, but for some residents, in spite of
the odds, they’ve made it:

► Housing

157

registered on home finder and were
actively bidding on properties

109

residents moved on to permanent
or supported housing

► Working

21

were exploring opportunities
and applying for jobs

7

gained interviews

7

gained employment

► Connections

50
9
17

engaged in community groups

became pro-active volunteers
within and external to YMCA Foyer
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We pioneer connections within the community

Meet Sandile
Sandile joined us at YMCA Derbyshire as she was declared homeless
by her parents.
“I was terrified at first as I had only lived in England for a year
and did not really know much about it.”
Our accommodation staff helped Sandile to see the bright side
of her situation by ensuring she was given full support physically
and emotionally.
“The staff at the YMCA helped me take note of my strengths
and work on them in order to build my confidence.”

With the outbreak of COVID-19 and national
lockdown measures, we have seen a positive
response to community support and reducing
isolation for those most vulnerable from a local
level. The emerging challenge is sustaining and
building upon the community and neighbourhood
responses over a longer period time. There is also
a positive opportunity to build upon the increased
neighbourliness and volunteering to help
strengthen community capacity and resilience in
the future. Social isolation and loneliness are still
significant issues that affect a large proportion
of our community, often unnoticed.
Below summarises the main risk factors
of loneliness and social isolation, many of
which overlap, which can be reduced through
interventions aimed that strengthen community
connections
Existing Risk Factors not directly affected
by COVID-19:
•

By working with the accommodation team, Sandile learned
a lot about herself and has big plans for her future.
“One of the most important values I got from the YMCA is that
dreams don’t work unless you work hard, and being humble will take
you places. In the future I hope to be a social worker and I am ready
to change the world.”
Sandile has now moved on from our campus accommodation and
has a flat of her very own. She hopes to attend university very soon
to become a social worker. In December 2020, she won the Young
Hero of the Year Award at the DerbyshireLive Heroes Awards due to
her peer support group leading work with other young people at the
YMCA.

•

•

•

Supporting and bringing coordination to
the community and neighbourhood activity
that has sprung up to help people feel
connected.

•

Harnessing people motivated to volunteer,
and supporting those that might not have
volunteered before.

•

Delivery of discussions to encourage
awareness about the impact of behaviours
on mental wellbeing, such as sleep and
exercise.

•

Working with local partners, faith groups,
and community volunteers to respond to
the increase in demand for befriending
schemes and help to address isolation,
stress and anxiety.

•

Offer local information and advice about
how to access support services in a range
of settings.

•

Mobilising peer support, and
intergenerational support in
neighbourhoods. Particularly focused
on digital literacy.

•

Supporting group activities such as
communal café’s, activity groups, and
signposting access to psychological support
for people for whom loneliness is part of
broader mental health issues.

•

Working with Black, Asian, Minority and
Ethnic groups to connect with individuals
and communities.

•

Delivering food parcels, distraction and
pamper pack for those who are most
vulnerable and have limited social support.

Existing and emerging risk factors that might
be exacerbated by COVID-19:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Age - young people are the most likely to
report feeling lonely but the largest number
of people experiencing loneliness are older
people.
Where you live - people who feel they
belong less strongly to their neighbourhood
report feeling lonely more often, as do
those who have little trust of others in their
local area.
Living alone - this is a key indicator of
social isolation and potential loneliness and
especially affects older people.

We have been working hard with local partners
and faith groups to ensure that people feel as
connected as possible. Working alongside likeminded organisations to encourage communities
to be self-organising and helping to keep people
connected. This year we have been developing
our community assets through the following
approaches:

Caring responsibilities
Experience of bereavement
Poor physical and mental health
Low household income or people who are
unemployed
Pregnancy and new parents
Digital exclusion
Transport connectivity
Relationship breakdowns both of couples
and within families
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What’s next for YMCA Derbyshire
As lockdown measures ease, our external focus will
be on providing opportunities for people to re-engage
in their community and get involved. We will be
providing therapeutic community support and training
opportunities to volunteer mentors.
Our aim is to begin to ease the effects of loneliness
and increase sustainability of our community outreach
through training local mentors and supporting them
to recruit volunteers.
We will be continuing our support to those experiencing food poverty.
Though after many months of online meetings we hope to return
in force, through a new multi-agency approach. Together we will be
sourcing and delivering food parcels to those who have not been able
to gain access to food shopping, either due to shielding or cost.
Internally, we have new staff that are bringing their experience
and specialism to our team. We are building a culture of informing
practice with evidence. Tailoring our approaches as the needs of our
residents evolve, and looking at new evidence-based methodologies
and psychological frameworks that best support trauma and
encourage reflective practice.

Methodology
► Quantitative and qualitative data was extrapolated for all clients
who arrived post January 31st 2020 until 31st January 2021.
The sample is a clear representative of the individuals who 		
access YMCA Derbyshire based on age, gender and presenting
problems.
► Figures were produced using information the services routinely
collect from the people they support, including specific 		
information on outcomes.
► The Annual Residents Survey was conducted to assess 		
accommodation standards and feelings of residents housed		
with YMCA Derbyshire. 86 residents took part in the survey.
► Whole numbers are estimates and are calculated by using
the proportions experiencing the issue, proportions with a 		
positive change, no change, or a negative change. Statistical 		
averages are then conservatively rounded up or down. Data 		
with responses that stated ‘don’t know’ were excluded. These
proportions are applied sequentially to the number of residents
housed in 2020/21.
► More detailed information can be found in the footnotes 		
of this report.

We also have a new Director of Lifelong Learning. This is an exciting
development for YMCA Derbyshire, for what it means to our offer to
residents and their progress, what it means for the development of
our team and how that development can increase our impact in the
future.
Finally, as always, we are and will be continuing to seek opportunities
to increase our provision within Derbyshire through sourcing funding
opportunities, partnerships and potential properties that can be
utilised as a base of support for those experiencing homelessness.
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Our thanks
Sponsors (donations COVID-19)

Funders

Thank you to our Partners

WHERE TO FIND US:
Our main campus is 770 London Road, Wilmorton, Derby, DE24 8UT
DO YOU NEED HELP?
If you need support, you can reach our team on 01332 550559.
As the country continues to reel from the financial shockwaves
caused by the pandemic, our services will do all they can to support
that battling homelessness. This year has been unbelievably tough,
but with the public’s generous support we will do our best to give
hope and help to everyone who needs us.
DONATE:
Would you like to support young people into building better lives?
You can sign up to donate monthly or simply give a one-off donation.
Head to our website www.ymcaderbyshire.org.uk/support-us/donate

